We report evidence that the presence of hidden liquidity is associated with greater visible liquidity in the order books, greater trading volume, and smaller price impact. We construct an algorithm that extracts information about hidden depth from publicly available data. We show that the predicted presence of iceberg orders is associated with larger market orders and market orders that are skewed towards the side of the order book with the iceberg order. We estimate a statedependent price impact function and the moments of the order flow distributions and use them to calculate the expected surplus to limit and iceberg orders. We find that an iceberg order earns its highest expected surplus when it remains undetected consistent with the ability to hide giving large trader a comparative, but short-lived, advantage. The positive net surplus and the greater trading activity when iceberg orders are present are consistent with uninformed iceberg orders. The expected mid-quote changes conditional on type I and II errors generated by the algorithm provides a measure of the information conveyed by iceberg orders. A 'surprise' iceberg order is associated with a mid-quote change over the next 30 traders of the same order of magnitude as the quoted bid-ask spread consistent with informed iceberg orders.
Introduction
Many limit order markets use a market design that allows traders to submit hidden liquidity. The option to submit hidden liquidity alongside the visible liquidity makes the strategic interaction between different market participants more complicated and raises a number of questions. To what extent can market participants detect iceberg orders? If detection is possible, wherein lays the strategic advantage of the hidden orders? Do market participants perceive iceberg orders to be submitted by informed or uninformed traders? How does the presence of hidden liquidity affect the strategies of liquidity suppliers and liquidity demanders? We address these questions using a sample from the German Stock Exchange's Xetra platform that includes iceberg and limit orders.
Exchanges often add the option to submit hidden liquidity by creating a different type of limit order that is known as an iceberg order. 1 An iceberg order is a limit order that specifies a price, a total order size, and a visible peak size. The peak size is the maximum number of shares that is displayed to the market at any time. The remainder of the iceberg order is not displayed in the order book. When the first peak size has been fully executed, the visible part is immediately replenished by a size equal to the peak size. At a given price level in the order book all displayed order depth has time priority relative to any hidden depth, irrespective of the order entry times.
Because of the replenishment rule, which adds a new peak size immediately after the current visible peak size is executed, an iceberg order is likely to be detected, after its first peak executes, by acute observers of the order book. A sequence of events that includes a trade followed by a new order at the same price with a minimal delay is a signal of an iceberg order.
The above arguments and conventional wisdom suggest that iceberg orders can be and are eventually detected. While the footprint left by a single replenishment is fleeting, repeated patterns of trading volume exceeding the visible volume at a price level provides strong signal of an iceberg order. We develop an algorithm for detecting iceberg orders that uses publicly available information on the order book and price dynamics. We use the predictions generated by the algorithm to approximate the information set available to liquidity demanders and suppliers. By combining the information generated by the algorithm with the true iceberg state, which is observable to the econometrician, we can approximate the information set available to a large trader with an iceberg order in the order book. We use these two information sets to extract information about how the surplus from providing liquidity is split between limit and iceberg orders and to determine whether iceberg orders convey any information to the market.
Using the signals generated by the algorithm we show that when iceberg orders are predicted order books have greater visible depth and narrower inside spreads. The greater liquidity reflects both the choice of the large traders submitting the iceberg order and the reaction of the liquidity suppliers to the predicted presence of an iceberg order.
We estimate a state-dependent affine price impact function which permits the price impact to shift with the iceberg state. The price impact changes significantly for order books with predicted and actual iceberg orders with the salient effect being that the market orders hitting the side with the iceberg order have a significantly smaller fixed and variable price impact over a 30 trader horizon. The distribution of the market order size and the probability of a buy versus a sell market order are also strongly state dependent with larger market orders when iceberg orders are predicted and the market order flow skewed towards the order book side with the iceberg order.
We use the estimates of the price impact function and the moments of the order flow to calculate the expected surplus to limit and iceberg orders in the order book. We show that states in which the iceberg order remains undetected according to the algorithm are associated with the largest expected surplus for both limit and iceberg orders. This evidence suggests that on the one hand iceberg orders work as intended and on the other hand that the efforts exerted by market participants are worthwhile. Liquidity suppliers who submit limit orders alongside the iceberg orders earn a greater expected surplus than limit orders in other states. But even when iceberg orders are detected the expected surplus to liquidity suppliers is positive. The positive surplus combined with the greater liquidity demand suggests that iceberg orders are associated with favorable trading outcome for both liquidity suppliers and demanders.
We quantify the potential information content of iceberg orders by measuring the expected mid-quote changes conditional on whether or not the iceberg detection algorithm predicts an iceberg and whether or not there actually is an iceberg order. By construction the market will almost certainly learn the true state of the order book after a few rounds of trade. We find that when the order book contains an undetected iceberg order we expect the mid-quote to move in a direction favorable to the iceberg order over the next 30 trades. The expected mid-quote change is of the same order of magnitude as the quoted bid-ask spread and thus appears to be economically significant. On the other hand, when the algorithm generates a false signal of an iceberg order-for example, the order book dynamics suggest an iceberg order is there but it has in fact been canceled-then a reversal is expected over the next 30 trades. Both findings suggest that iceberg orders are perceived to contain some information.
Overall our findings provide some support for two views that have been put forward in the literature. The evidence on mid-quote changes in response to 'surprise' and 'false-call' iceberg orders suggest that the market perceives the iceberg orders to contain some information. These effects are absent when the algorithm detects an iceberg order or no iceberg order. On the other hand, the greater trading activity and the iceberg order attracting market order flow are both consistent with iceberg orders being perceived as uninformed orders.
There is a large literature on market transparency which is often classified along the pre-trade versus post-trade dimensions. 2 Hidden liquidity is an example of a pre-trade transparency issue but there are several others. The complexity of the issue of pre-trade transparency arises because the nature of the trade-offs involved change with the trading mechanism, the type of information that is disclosed, and the participants to whom information is disclosed. 3 A number of studies focus specifically on hidden orders or iceberg orders (Pardo and Pascual (2007), Tuttle (2006) , and Labys (2001)). A number of studies have focused on different aspects of the decision problem faced by a submitter of an iceberg order. Esser and Mönch (2007) focus on the trade-off between price and peak size of the iceberg order. Bessembinder, Panayides, and Venkataraman (2008) and
De Winne and D'Hondt (2007) study how the decision to not display the full order interacts with other dimensions of the trader's order choice problem. Harris (1996) studies how variations in the minimum tick size influence the willingness to display larger order quantities. Aitken, Berkman, and Mak (2001) examine variation in the use of hidden orders around a change in the threshold size for such orders. Moinas (2007) and Buti and Rindi (2008) develop theoretical models of hidden liquidity. We add to this literature by quantifying to what extent market participants may detect iceberg orders and how their knowledge of possible iceberg orders change their order submission strategies.
Our Sample
Our sample is from the Frankfurt Stock Exchange's electronic trading platform Xetra. On Xetra, traders can, in addition to market and limit orders, submit iceberg orders. An iceberg order specifies a price, a total size, and a peak size. The peak size is the maximum visible volume of the order.
When a trader submits an iceberg order, the first peak size is visible in the order book. At that time, the hidden volume of the order is equal to the order's total size minus its peak size. When the first peak size has been fully executed, the visible part is automatically replenished by a number of shares equal to the peak size, and the hidden part is reduced by the corresponding number of shares. The replenishment of the visible part continues automatically until the hidden volume is depleted or the trader cancels the iceberg order.
In the order book, an order is given priority according to price, display condition, and time. A sell order at a lower price has priority relative to any sell orders at higher prices, irrespective of the order's time of submission or display condition. At the same price level, a displayed order has priority relative to any hidden orders regardless of the order's time of submission. Among displayed orders, an order submitted earlier has priority relative to any orders submitted later. When an iceberg order's visible part is replenished and the next peak size converts from hidden to displayed status the newly visible peak size also receives a new time stamp which determines its time priority.
We reconstruct the sequence of order books from the event histories in the sample. The order records include a flag for an iceberg order which we use to construct complete histories for all limit and iceberg orders. From these histories we reconstruct snapshots of the visible and hidden order books 1/100th of a second before each transaction. We restrict our sample to orders submitted during the continuous trading period. Continuous trading on Xetra starts after an opening auction, ends with a closing auction, and stops for a few minutes, in the middle of the day, for an auction.
The reconstruction takes into account the effects that any order submissions, transactions, or cancellations in the auctions have on the state of the order book during continuous trading.
Our sample includes all order entries, trades, and cancellations in the thirty stocks in the DAX-30 German blue chip index for the period January 2nd to March 31st, 2004. Table 1 reports the market capitalization, trading volume, number of trades, and the average mid-quote, trade size, and bid-ask spread for all thirty sample stocks. We sort the stocks into three categories-large, medium, and small-based on trading activity. The large and medium categories have eight and seven stocks, respectively, with the remaining fifteen stocks being assigned to the small category.
This sorting scheme ensures that stocks within each category have comparable trading volume and number of trades.
We are interested in how the hidden liquidity of iceberg orders interact with the limit order book, the order flow, and price dynamics. The potential impact that iceberg orders have depends on several factors including the frequency of iceberg orders, their size, and their duration. Table 2 reports some basic statistics for iceberg orders. Panel A of the table shows that the iceberg orders' share of all non-marketable orders submitted ranges from 7 to 11% with an overall average of 9%. 4 Iceberg orders represent a greater fraction of shares executed with the corresponding percentages ranging from 15 to 20% with an overall average of 16%.
Given the rationale for iceberg orders we expect them to be larger than regular limit orders. Table 2 reports the average of the iceberg order's peak size, the ratio of total order size to peak size, and the ratio of executed shares to peak size for all iceberg order whose first peak size was executed. The last row of the panel reports the average size of limit orders. On average, the limit order size is 1,000 shares whereas the average peak size of an iceberg order is 2,600 shares implying that the visible part of an iceberg order is between two and three times the size of a typical limit order. The total size of an iceberg order is, on average, between seven and eight peak sizes which partly reflects the fact that there is clustering at even multiples such as five or ten times the peak size. The ratio of executed shares to peak size is between four and five, which implies that conditional on an iceberg order's first peak being executed its visible volume will be replenished almost four times and approximately 80% of the executed shares originate from the order's initially hidden volume.
Panel B of
The last row of the table reports the average ratio of the iceberg orders' duration to the limit order's duration and shows that iceberg orders stay in the order book for approximately seven times as long as limit orders. The longer duration of iceberg order's provides at least a partial explanation for the iceberg order's greater relative share of share executed and it also implies that the probability that a randomly selected order book has an iceberg order will exceed their share of orders submitted.
A Model Framework
Our model framework allows us to quantify the extent to which market participants can detect iceberg orders using publicly available information and the impact that such knowledge has on their order submission strategies. We use our framework to assess how the predicted and actual presence of iceberg orders change the surplus generated from trading and the division of the surplus between different market participants.
Market Participants
There are three types of market participants. At time t a liquidity demander, who may be informed, arrives and submits a market order that is matched with orders in the limit order book producing a trade. The limit order book contains limit orders submitted by liquidity suppliers and it may contain iceberg orders submitted by large traders. All market participants agree on a fundamental value of X for the stock at time t; X may be interpreted as the liquidity providers' time t expectation of the liquidation value of the stock. All market participants observe the history of trades and order book updates.
A liquidity demander, who may be informed about the future value of the stock, submits a market order at time t. Denote the size of the time t market order by m and the direction of the market order by d; d = +1 for buy and d = −1 for sell market orders.
Liquidity suppliers submit limit orders to the order book and earn a surplus that depends on the value of the stock conditional on their limit orders executing. We assume that liquidity suppliers have an interest in detecting iceberg orders because the presence of iceberg orders may have both a direct and indirect effect on the surplus earned by liquidity suppliers.
Before time t, a large trader may arrive and submit a new or cancel an outstanding iceberg order. An iceberg order consists of a visible peak size and multiple hidden peaks. Large traders, like the liquidity suppliers, care about the surplus they earn from trading which depends on the stock value conditional on execution and the probability of execution.
The Order Book
The ask sides of the limit order book at time t are characterized by a series of quotes, p ask 1 , p ask 2 , . . . , p ask K , with the index starting from the best ask quote. The total visible volume offered at the kth best ask quote is denoted by q ask k . The cumulative visible volume offered at all quotes with equal or higher priority to the kth best quote, p ask k , is denoted by Q ask k , and is determined as, Q ask k = i≤k q ask i .
Accordingly the hidden volumes are denoted byq ask k and the cumulative hidden volumes byQ ask k .
The indicator, I ask , takes on a value of one, if there is hidden depth at the best ask quotes, and zero otherwise. The bid side has analogous notation with a different superscript.
Information
All market participants observe the visible limit order book. Liquidity demanders and suppliers unlike the large traders do not observe directly any hidden depth,q ask orq bid nor do they observe indicators for non-zero hidden depth, Iask and I bid . Instead they use recent price and order book dynamics to infer the existence of any iceberg orders. Below we describe the algorithm that the liquidity suppliers and demanders use to infer the existence of iceberg orders in our framework.
Detecting Iceberg Orders
We construct an iceberg detection algorithm that uses the order book dynamics to make predictions of whether or not the bid or the ask side has an iceberg order. When a trade occurs that involves the execution of volume in excess of the visible volume at given price level, it strongly suggests the presence of an iceberg order at that price level. The ratio between total size to peak size in Table 2 implies that after the replenishing of one peak, additional hidden depth is typically to be expected. This implies that one can detect iceberg orders by comparing the recent history of transaction prices and volume with the transition of the visible order book.
Our algorithm sets an iceberg-indicator,Î, to one every time new depth is added at a price consistent with the replenishment of an iceberg order. The algorithm resets the indicator for that price to zero only when an event occurs that could not have occurred had the iceberg order remained at that price. The algorithm stores a specific indicator and the expected volume until the next replenishment for each price level.The indicator remains unchanged unless a predicted replenishment fails to occur. Section A2 in the appendix provides a detailed example of how the algorithm works. The detection algorithm makes both type I errors settingÎ = 1 when I = 0 or type II errors leavingÎ = 0 when I = 1. Table 3 summarizes the possible combinations of predictions made by the algorithm, the actual iceberg states, and the terminology that we use.
Below we focus on the predictions that the algorithm makes for the best bid and ask quotes for a given order book. We also make a symmetry assumption for the bid and ask sides. We use the indicatorsÎ own andÎ opp to differentiate the cases in which an iceberg order is predicted at the 'own' side and 'opposite' side viewed from the perspective of a given limit order in the order book with I own and I opp denoting the true state.
Price Impact and Order Flow
We define a price impact function that builds on the The price impact of a market order is determined by its size and direction and it depends on the state of the order book. The change in the fundamental value between t and t + τ is determined by:
in which, α and β are the parameters for the baseline price impact, α own and β own determine the differential price impact when an iceberg order is predicted at the side of the book hit by the market order, and α opp and β opp determine the corresponding differential price impact when an iceberg is predicted at the side of the order book not hit by the market order.
We assume the market order size is exponentially distributed with a mean of λ in the baseline case, and λ + λ own whenÎ own = 1, and λ + λ opp whenÎ opp = 1. The expected hidden depth is denoted by η, η = E[q|Î = 1]. The probability of a buy market order conditional on a market order is denoted by φ and it also depends on the iceberg state with φ + φ own whenÎ own = 1 and φ + φ opp whenÎ opp = 1.
Liquidity Supplier Surplus
We are interested in computing the expected surplus accruing to liquidity suppliers conditional on the public information available to them at time t. In order to do this we must take into account the probability of buy versus sell market orders conditional on a market order arriving, the distribution of market orders, and the expected price impact of the market order. Let h be a state vector that summarizes the current iceberg status conditional on the public information with h = [1Î ownÎ opp ].
Using this notation the price impact function in Equation 1 can be rewritten as:
The expected revision in the fundamental value is determined by the upper tail expectations at ask quote k:
with θ denoting the vector of parameters. The expected surplus to all units take into account the probability of execution and the corresponding tail expectations. Let π k (q) denote the expected surplus for the qth unit at quote k. Using Equation (??) we can write the surplus π k (q) for the ask side as
where P r(d = 1; h) denotes the state dependent probability of a buy order and f (m; h, λ) the probability distribution of the size of market orders with parameter vector λ. An equivalent formula is used for the bid side.
Denote the aggregate expected surplus for the visible volume at quote k by Π k . We obtain it by integrating π k (q) for the visible volume at quote k
where we use the definition of Q 0 = 0 andQ 0 = 0.
The aggregate expected surplus for the hidden volume at quote k isΠ k and calculated bŷ
The total liquidity provider surplus is obtained by adding across quotes of both sides of the order book. By conditioning on the state or a subset of order book levels we can calculate various components of the total surplus.
Empirical Results
We estimate the model parameters using GMM in two stages. In the second-stage estimation we use a Newey-West type weighting matrix with a Bartlett kernel with 10 lags. Table 4 summarizes the parameters and the moment conditions of our model. We estimate two specifications of our model. The first specification, which we refer to as the public information specification, conditions only on the signals generated by the iceberg detection algorithm. The second specification, which we refer to as the full information specification, conditions on the true iceberg state in addition to the signals generated by the iceberg detection algorithm. One interpretation of the specifications is that the former specification conditions on the information of the liquidity suppliers and demanders whereas the latter conditions on the large traders' information. We start by presenting statistics on the performance of the iceberg detection algorithm.
Performance of the Iceberg Detection Algorithm
The iceberg detection algorithm generates predictions of whether or not a given order book contains iceberg orders based on publicly available data. Table 5 reports the average frequencies of the iceberg signals generated by the algorithm and the true iceberg states. 5 The frequencies reported in the table are the cross-sectional averages with cross-sectional standard errors reported in parentheses. The diagonal entries are the percentages of correct predictions; for 85 to 90% of the observations the algorithm correctly detects no iceberg order, and for 6 to 9% of the observations the algorithm correctly detects an iceberg. The top right entry in each panel is the percentage of observations for which the algorithm falsely detects an iceberg. These instances are relatively rare with the average frequency being around 1%. The bottom left entry in each panel is the percentage of observations for which the algorithm fails to detect an iceberg order. Between 3 and 5% of the observations fall in this category. The algorithm's relative weakness is the instances of iceberg orders that it fails to detect. These percentages suggest that iceberg orders may succeed in remaining hidden, albeit perhaps only for a limited amount of time. Across the three categories the ratio of 'not detected' to the percentage of iceberg states is approximately one-third implying that one might expect an iceberg to be detected in three trades.
The frequencies reported in Table 5 are for the ask side only. The results for the bid side are very similar. Furthermore, the correlation between icebergs on the bid and the ask side is low so the frequency of an iceberg signal for at least one side of the book is approximately twice the percentages in the bottom right of each panel.
We cannot determine to what extent the predictions from our algorithm closely approximates the predictions of the market participants. Conversations with market participants suggest that it is reasonable to assume that active participants are able to collect this type of information. It may also be the case that at least some market participants apply algorithms that generate even more accurate predictions. For example, we have not used information in order sizes or any other characteristics that tends to be different for iceberg orders. 6 Table 8 reports the estimates for the market order size. The estimates for the baseline case, the λs, are slightly below one suggesting that, on average, market orders are slightly below average size when no iceberg orders are predicted. The λ own and λ opp are both positive with the λ own estimates around 0.3 and the λ opp estimates around 0.1, which translates into an increase in the expected market order size by 10 to 30% when an iceberg order is predicted. One interpretation of this finding is that large traders are successful in timing their iceberg order submissions to coincide with larger expected market orders.
Model Parameter Estimates
Panel C of Table 8 reports the estimates for the expected hidden depth, η, and panel D reports the estimates of the probability of a buy market order, φ. The η estimates are between 7 and 8 implying that conditional on the market participants predicting an iceberg order, they expect the hidden depth to be equal to seven or eight average sized market orders. Using the figures from Table 2 for an average peak size of two to three units and a typical number of total peaks of seven or eight the above figures imply that the market participants rationally expect approximately one-half or somewhat less to be left of an iceberg order conditional on detection. The baseline estimates of φ are one-half as one would expect. The φ own estimates are positive implying that when an iceberg order is predicted the side with the iceberg order is more likely to be hit by a market order; iceberg orders attract market orders. Given the φ is the probability of a buy market order conditional on a market order, the estimates of approximately 0.2 for φ own imply that when an iceberg order is predicted on, say, the bid side the probability of a sell market order jumps to 0.7 and the probability of a buy market order falls to 0.3. The skewness in the market order flow combined with the asymmetric effect on α suggest that there may be a predictable drift in the mid-quote when icebergs are predicted. We will explore that issue below. Table 9 reports the model parameter estimates for the full information case that uses both the signals generated by the iceberg detection algorithm and the true iceberg states. The large information set requires a larger set of parameters. The baseline case corresponds to observations for which the algorithm correctly predicted no iceberg. The two iceberg scenarios of the public information case split into three sub-cases depending on whether the algorithm made a correct prediction (Î own × I own andÎ opp × I opp ), failed to detect the iceberg ((1 −Î own ) × I own and (1 −Î opp ) × I opp ), or generated a false detection signal (Î own × (1 − I own ) andÎ opp × (1 − I opp )). We use a subscript det for the correctly detected, a fls subscript for the falsely detected, and a subscript nod for the not detected iceberg orders.
Full Information Model
Panel A reports the parameter estimates for the price impact function. The estimates for the baseline case, α and β, are very close to the estimates reported in Table 8 . The α estimates for the false detection case have the opposite signs of the corresponding α estimates for the detected and not detected case consistent with a false detection producing a reversal. The estimates for α own n od and α opp nod are greater in magnitude than the corresponding α own det and α opp nod estimates consistent with a delayed reaction in cases with not detected iceberg orders.
The estimates of β for the own side case are all close to each other lending further support to the interpretation that periods in which iceberg are submitted or expected are associated with smaller price impact consistent with less asymmetric information.
Panel B reports the estimates for the market order size, λ. The estimates for the baseline case are somewhat smaller than in the public information case. The λ estimates for the false detection case do not differ from the baseline whereas the estimates for the not detected case are positive and economically large implying an increase in the average market order size by 40% or more. One interpretation of the increase for both the det and nod case and the lack of a change for the fls case is that the large traders submit iceberg orders when larger sized market orders are anticipated.
The estimates of η, the expected hidden depth, are larger for the nod case ranging from 11 to 12 units compared to 8 to 10 for the det case consistent with the not detected iceberg orders are orders that were submitted more recently.
The estimates of φ show that liquidity demanders react to the detected iceberg orders. The estimates of φ nod are positive but less than 0.05 suggesting a substantially smaller skew. The 
Liquidity Provider Surplus
We compute different surplus estimates for liquidity suppliers based on the results in section 3.6.
Additional details on the surplus calculations are provided in Appendix A1. for the large category. For the detected iceberg case the surplus estimates are positive but only for the medium category is the estimate statistically significant. The estimates for the falsely detected case are less precise and more mixed with only the medium category showing a positive expected surplus. Overall, the full information estimates that best capture the perspective of the large traders or as often is the case the large trader who obviously is aware of his iceberg order demonstrate that the greatest advantage is obtained when that iceberg order remains undetected. This is consistent with the idea that when liquidity suppliers detect an iceberg order they tend to adjust their order submission strategies and push down the surplus to a competitive level. Table 11 reports a breakdown of the expected surplus estimates for the public information specification. The top two rows report the baseline expected surplus by the order book position; the expected surplus for the best quote and the expected surplus for the second through the fourth best quotes. The expected surplus is negative, -0.2 to -0.6 basis points, for the best quote, consistent with the marginal order being set by a trader with some intrinsic reason for trading. Given that the half-spread is between 2 and 4.5 basis points it is plausible that a trader who will trade for sure is willing to forego immediate execution to obtain a lower transaction cost. The second through fourth best levels enjoy a positive surplus that ranges from 0.9 to 1.9 basis points.
Surplus Breakdown-Public Information Case
The bottom seven rows of the table break down the expected surplus condition on an iceberg signal by order book position, the side of the iceberg order, and between displayed and hidden depth. The third and sixth rows show that the pattern observed in the baseline case for the best versus the second through fourth best quote levels persists with the best level having a negative expected surplus and the second through fourth enjoying a positive, but smaller, expected surplus.
When the surplus is split according to which side the iceberg order is on we get surplus figures that correspond to one side of the order book. For the best quote level being on the same side as the iceberg order results in a more favorable expected surplus than being on the opposite side of the iceberg. The iceberg states attract market orders increasing the execution probability while simultaneous reducing the price impact. Both effects raise the expected surplus and since the visible depth at the best quote is at the front of the queue it is unaffected by the large hidden depth. For the second through fourth best levels the effect is reversed with the opp surplus being higher than the own surplus which is zero. The zero expected surplus is primarily a consequence of the added depth ahead of the second through fourth levels. Finally, the hidden depth at the best quote expects a small negative surplus. Below we carry out the same breakdown for the full information specification of the model. Table 12 reports a breakdown of the expected surplus estimates for the full information specification.
Surplus Breakdown-Full Information Case
Panel A confirms that the baseline case generates surplus estimates that are close to those of the public information case.
Panel B reports the expected surplus estimates for observations with non-detected iceberg orders. The expected surplus for the best quote is split between the limit orders and the iceberg order's displayed peak volume and hidden volume. The iceberg order's expected surplus is between 1.4 and 3.2 basis points with approximately 70% of the surplus accruing to the visible peak volume.
The own side of iceberg estimates for the limit orders at the best quotes and the displayed volume at the second through fourth best level are between 0.9 and 1.1 basis points implying that the liquidity suppliers and the large trader split the positive surplus in the not detected states. The greater surplus is consistent with less competition among the liquidity suppliers when the iceberg order is likely to be undetected.
Panel C reports the expected surplus estimates for the detected iceberg states. The expected surplus accruing to the iceberg orders is approximately 0.2 b.p. across all three categories. This positive surplus estimate together with the small positive estimate for the limit orders at the best quote (the own side case) show that even when the iceberg order is detected the side of the iceberg order captures a positive surplus that reflects a combination of higher execution probability and lower price impact. Even the second through fourth best level share in this positive surplus with estimates between 0.1 and 0.3 b.p.
Panel D reports the expected surplus estimates for observations with falsely detected iceberg orders. The estimates for the best quote are between -0.7 and -1.8 b.p. and the ordering between the own and opp cases is reversed with the own side estimates being the most negative. This is consistent with the fact that the false detection attracts market orders and raises the execution probability but the anticipated lower price impact does not materialize. Overall the breakdown shows that the iceberg order enjoys a comparative advantage when it is or is likely to be undetected. In general, liquidity suppliers who supply liquidity alongside the iceberg orders earn a higher expected surplus which reflects the two beneficial effects of the iceberg order from their perspective; iceberg orders attract market order that tend to be larger and iceberg order dampen the price impact.
Interpreting the Evidence

The Order Book and Predicted Iceberg Orders
We use the signals generated by the iceberg detection algorithm to determine if the shape of the order book is different when the algorithm detects iceberg orders. Table 6 reports the mean of the spreads and the visible depths for baseline case of no iceberg and the mean change conditional on a signal of an iceberg order. Panel A of Table 6 reports that the mean bid-ask spread and the mean spread between the best and the second best quotes varies between approximately 3 and 9 basis points. Across all three categories, the bid-ask spread is 15 to 20% tighter when the algorithm detects an iceberg order. An iceberg signal has an asymmetric effect on the spread between the best and the second best quotes. On the side of the anticipated iceberg order the spread widens by 0.7 to 1.6 basis points. But this widening is counteracted by a tightening of the spread when the iceberg order is on the opposite side of 0.4 to 0.6 basis points. A typical iceberg scenario has a single iceberg order which implies that the change in the spreads across the two best levels would be the sum of the three estimates. For all three groups the sum of the changes is negative and it ranges from 0.6 to 0.9 basis points. Table 6 reports the mean visible depth at the best and second best quotes for the baseline case and the mean change conditional on an iceberg signal. We normalize depth by the average market order size. The visible depth at the best quote increases by 0.2 to 0.6 units when an iceberg is detected on the same side of the book and by 0.2 to 0.4 units when the iceberg is on the opposite side of the book. The corresponding changes for the second best quote are -0.2 for the own side and 0.1 to 0.3 for the opposite side. The net effect is that depth is higher for order books when an iceberg is predicted withy the percentage change ranging from about 7% for the large category to over 20% for the small category.
Panel B of
Overall the results reported in Table 6 shows that predicted iceberg states are associated with greater visible liquidity. The total liquidity is by construction strictly greater than the visible liquidity when iceberg orders are present so that both visible and total liquidity is greater when iceberg orders are predicted. This does correlation does not imply causation. It is possible that both large traders and liquidity suppliers change their order submissions in response to the expected liquidity demand.
Price Dynamics and Iceberg Orders
When the iceberg algorithm generates a signal we would expect market participants to adjust their strategies to incorporate any information conveyed by the presence of an iceberg order. But, what happens in situations in which the iceberg detection algorithm generates a false detection or fails to detect an iceberg order. Almost by construction the true state will be revealed to market participants so it is possible to quantify how market participants react in these scenarios by conditioning on both the ex ante signal generated by the detection algorithm and the true state know to the econometrician (and eventually learned by the market participants).
Panel A of Table 7 reports the expected mid-quote change conditional on the iceberg signal. Panel B shows that when the market is likely to falsely detect an iceberg or fail to detect an iceberg a reaction or a reversal is expected. The second row reports the expected change conditional on an iceberg that the algorithm fails to detect. The estimates range from -3 to -7 basis points which means that if there was an iceberg on the bid side that the algorithm failed to detect we expect to see the mid-quote increase by 3 to 7 basis points over the net 30 trades. Conversely, when the algorithm incorrectly generates a signal suggesting that there is an iceberg on the bid side when there is none we expect to see a reversal that is between 2.5 and 3 basis points. The expected mid-quote changes in the scenarios in which the algorithm makes a mistake suggests that there is information in the knowledge of iceberg orders and that information is consistent with asymmetric information or with some price pressure.
Overall the results reported in Table 7 are consistent with iceberg orders conveying some infor-mation to the market.
Conclusions
Our results show that hidden liquidity changes the trading behavior of all market participant in several dimensions. The effects depend strongly on the state of detection by the other market participants. Undetected hidden liquidity apparently carry information about the future price movement of the stock. In that respect the iceberg order can be employed by an informed, but patient trader, instead of a market order which would require them to pay the spread, which would exceed the value of their information.
After detection the hidden liquidity has no further predictive power. Those are rather the period associated with greater overall liquidity and increased trading suggests that these are periods in which more gains from trade are realized. One interpretation of these findings is that market participants view the later stage of iceberg orders as positive shock to liquidity.
The similar amount of surplus that accrue from the expected executions at the best quote,
show that the other liquidity suppliers take the effect of the detected hidden liquidity into account.
They still have to forego their surplus of the quotes deeper in the book which they usually gain.
The surplus on the order book side of the undetected liquidity is by a large fraction earned by the iceberg submitter and paid by mainly the suppliers of the opposite side and to a smaller fraction by the liquidity demanders.
A limitation of our approach is that we take as given the arrival and duration of iceberg orders.
The alternatives for a trader who submits the iceberg order may include trading off the exchange or splitting up his order into smaller orders that are submitted to the order book over time. Careful modeling of these trade-offs could yield new insights about the economics of hidden liquidity and the trade-offs between transparency and liquidity. Among other things it may alow us to more definitively determine which of the above interpretations is closer to the truth. The study by Bessembinder and Venkataraman (2004) of trading at Euronext demonstrates that both iceberg orders and active trading outside the limit order book coexist. Table 1 reports the market capitalization, the trading volume, the average mid-quote, the total number of trades, the average trade size (1000 shares), and the average relative (basis points) and absolute (euro cents) bid-ask spreads for the sample stocks. The market capitalization is calculated using a free-float methodology. It is measured in billions of euros as of December 31st, 2003. All other figures are computed for the sample period January 2nd to March 31st, 2004. The categories, large, medium, and small are formed based on trading activity and used for all results below. Table 2 reports descriptive statistics for iceberg orders and limit orders. Panel A reports the percentage of submitted and executed (non-marketable) orders that are iceberg orders. Panel B reports the average iceberg peak size (1000 shares), the average ratio of total to peak size, and the ratio of executed shares to peak size. The last row of Panel B reports the average limit order size (1000 shares). Panel C reports the average of the median distance between the order price and the best quote on the same side of the order book for iceberg orders and limit orders. Panel D reports the average ratio of the iceberg and limit order durations. Durations are computed as the time from the submission of an iceberg or limit order to the order's full execution or cancellation. The cross-sectional standard errors are reported in parentheses. Table 3 shows the four possible combinations of signals generated by the iceberg detection algorithm and the true state. We refer to a correct signal of no iceberg as the 'baseline' case, a correct signal of an iceberg as 'detected,' an incorrect signal of an iceberg when there is none as 'false detection,' and a combination of no signal of an iceberg or a no iceberg signal when an iceberg is present as a 'not detected' case. The off-diagonal cells correspond to Type I and Type II errors taking the null hypothesis to be 'no iceberg.' We use indicators with a hat,Î to indicate signals generated by the iceberg detection algorithm and indicators without a hat, I, for the true state of the book. (0.9) (0.8) . Table 5 reports, for the ask side of the book, the cross-sectional averages for the predictions (no iceberg versus iceberg) generated by the iceberg detection algorithm across the percentages of the true iceberg state (no iceberg versus iceberg). The columns of each 2×2 matrix correspond to the algorithm's predictions and the rows correspond to the true states. Entries on the diagonal correspond to correct predictions. The cross-sectional standard errors of the means are reported in parentheses below each mean. The results for the bid side are similar with the largest difference being of the order of less than one-half percentage points. Table 6 reports the cross-sectional average of the conditional means of (i) the bid-ask spread, (ii) the spread between the best and second best quotes, (iii) the visible depth at the best quote, and (iv) the visible depth at the second best quote. The first two rows report the mean bid-ask spread conditional on a 'No Iceberg' or an 'Iceberg' signal from the detection algorithm. The next three rows split the means conditional on an iceberg signal into those signaling an iceberg on the 'own' or the 'opposite' side of the order book. Cross-sectional standard errors are reported in parentheses. Spreads are measured in basis points. The depths have been normalized for each stock by the stock-specific average market order size so that the depth is measured in units of averaged-sized market orders. Table 8 reports the model parameter estimates for the large, medium, and small categories. Table  4 summarize the model equations and the parameters. The model parameters are estimated using GMM using a Newey-West 10-lag weighting matrix in the second stage. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. The symmetry assumption implies that, φ opp , the probability of a buy market order conditional on a market order and an iceberg on the ask side, is simply φ − φ own . Table 9 reports the model parameter estimates for the large, medium, and small categories for the full information specification. Superscripts own and opp denote an iceberg on the opposite or own side of the book from the perspective.
The subscripts det,nod, and f ls denote correctly detected, not detected, and falsely detected iceberg states. Table Table 10 reports the estimated expected surplus accruing to liquidity suppliers. The expected surplus is computed using the parameter estimates for the state-dependent market order distribution and price impact function and the empirical frequencies of buy versus sell orders in each state. The surplus is calculated by integrating the observed price schedule minus the price impact function with respect to the distribution of market order quantities. Panel A reports the surplus for the states of the public information model, panel B does the same for those of the full information model. In both cases surplus is calculated for the order book up to 4th order book quote. The calculation of panel A assumes expected hidden volumes at observations for which the algorithm indicates iceberg ordersÎ = 1, for panel B includes the actual hidden volumes. Standard errors in parenthesis take into account first-stage estimation error for the model parameters. Table 11 reports the estimated expected surplus in different parts of the order book for the public information model. The upper part shows the contribution of the best and second to fourth quotes at observations where the algorithm has not detected iceberg orders. The bottom part does the same for observations where the algorithm indicated iceberg ordes. It further distinguishes between the sides of the order book relative to the assumed iceberg order. The last row is the surplus of the predicted hidden volume given by the model parameter η. Table 12 on the next page reports the expected surplus for the full information model. For the baseline case othe contribution of the different order book levels are shown. For the not-detected and the detected iceberg order it details the expected surplus at the best quote for submitters of limit orders and iceberg orders respectively. For limit orders the surplus is given relative to the iceberg order, whereas for the iceberg orders it differentiates between the displayed peak volume and the hidden volume. For a false detection the surplus is divided into liquidity submitted on the side of the (falsely) predicted iceberg and that on the opposite side.
For both tables the surplus is calculated by integrating the observed price schedule minus the price impact function with respect to the distribution of market order quantities. Standard errors in parenthesis take into account first-stage estimation error for the model parameters. -own side 0.04 (0.00) 0.12 (0.00) 0.10 ( 
